
Let's Make Beautiful Things Together

Where to Start?

First confirm you have all card elements and pre-plan your card layout. 
Just to get an idea of how you want it to look.

Contents:

1 Gray card base
1 White pierced panel
1 Black Love die cut
2 Yellow circles
2 Brown die cut flower centers
Flower petals
1 White panel, plain
1 Foam panel
1 Coordinating envelope*
1 Mailing Liner**  (mailing liner only 
needed if you mail your card)

Kit #162

Just some info: ADHERE means to stick
your card elements together using a tape
runner, a double sided tape, a liquid craft
glue or any combination of those. If I
specify a type of adhesive, that’s because the
situation will work BEST using the
recommended adhesive... But you can
always just use what you have!



Let’s begin by creating the full flower for the card front. You will
make 2 layers of flower petals. One layer will be glued to the
front of the yellow circle. One layer will be glued to the back of
the yellow circle. Begin by adding a line of liquid craft glue along
the outer edge of the yellow circle. Now add one end of a flower
petal to the glue and position it outward. Next, add more petals,
ONE at a time, to the glue and arrange them along the edge of
the circle. Mix the color of the petals how you like and allow
some petals to overlap a little for added interest. Allow the petals
to dry before moving to the next step. TIP: Try to keep equal
distance from the center of the circle for each petal, this keeps
the flower circular.
Now turn the circle over and add a line of glue to the edge of the
back of the yellow circle. Add petals to the circle just like you did
on the front. NOTE: KEEP ALL PETALS FRONT FACING. So,
from this side, you will be looking at the back of each petal. TIP:
Periodically turn your flower over to check the petal placement
from the front. While the glue is wet you will be able to adjust
petal placement to keep the flower in a circular shape. See
example picture for placement ideas.
To finish the flower, glue the flower center to the middle of your
flower.
Now adhere the constructed flower to the white pierced panel.
See example picture for placement ideas. Make sure to leave
room for the Love die cut.
Using small dots of liquid glue, adhere the Love die cut across
the bottom of the pierced panel.  The ends will hang off each
side. Turn the panel over and trim off excess.
Using small dots of liquid glue, adhere the Love die cut across
the bottom of the pierced panel.  The ends will hang off each
side. Turn the panel over and trim off excess.

Let’s Begin!

We’ll construct the card front first. You’ll need the white pierced
panel, 1 yellow circle, 1 die cut flower center, flower petals and the
Love die cut.
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Use the remaining flower pieces to
construct a half flower the same way
you made the full flower. Reserve the
center die cut till the end.
Now adhere the half flower to the small
white panel and trim any excess. See
example picture for placement ideas.
Finish by adhering the flower center die
cut onto the half flower and trim any
excess.
Adhere the decorated white panel to the
inside of the card base making sure to
leave an even border of gray showing
along each edge.
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And you did it!

Thank you so much for crafting with me!
Don't forget to use the hashtag #sandiscardscreations on

instagram to share your finished product and be featured
in my story!

*Confirm postage needed when mailing
**mailing liner is used as a barrier over the card front to protect it during

shipping

Now let’s decorate the inside of our card!


